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A noncommutative version of the Cramer theorem is used to show that if two quantum 
systems are prepared independently, and if their center of mass is found to be in a coherent 
state, then each of the component systems is also in a coherent state, centered around the 
position in phase space predicted by the classical theory. Thermal coherent states are also 
shown to possess properties similar to classical ones. 
I. INTRODUCTION 
The coherent states l/J to be studied in this paper have 
expectation values of the form 
(l/J;e- i(uP+ vQ>) 
= exp{ _ e(AU2 +A -IV2)/4}e- i(u(P) + v(Q)>, ( 1.1) 
where P and Q are the momentum and position operator for 
a quantum particle in one dimension; the generalization to 
Rn is straightforward. The physical interpretation of the pa-
rameters (P ), (Q ), e, and A., characterizing the state l/J, is 
obtained from ( 1.1) by differentiation; namely, 
(P) = (l/J;P), 
(Q) = (l/J;Q), 
eA. /2 = (l/J;(P- (P) )2), 
eA. -1;2 = (l/J;(Q- (Q > )2), 
so that 
((P- (P))2)((Q- (Q))2) =e2/4. 
We must therefore have 
A.> 0 and e;;;.li. 
( 1.2) 
( 1.3) 
( 1.4) 
The case e = li corresponds to the class of coherent states 
introduced by Schrooinger1: they have minimal dispersion, 
compatible with the Heisenberg uncertainty relation, 
around the point ( (P), (Q)) of the classical phase space 
T*R~R2• They are pure states and are characterized by the 
existence of a vector 4>EK-.Y2 (R,dx) such that, 
and 
A 
ac~> = o, 
where 
a=Q+iA -lp 
with 
A A 
P=P- (P), Q= Q- (Q). 
( 1.5) 
( 1.6) 
( 1.7) 
( 1.8) 
a) Permanent address: Department of Mathematics, The University of Flor-
ida, Gainesville, Florida 3260 l. 
b) Permanent address: Institut ftir Theoretische Physik, Universitiit Gottin-
gen, Gottingen, West Germany. 
A 
Note that ( 1.6)-( 1.8) is equivalent to saying that 41> is 
the wave function for the ground state of the harmonic oscil-
lator with Hamiltonian 
A A A 
H= (1!2m)P 2 + (1/2)kQ 2, (1.9) 
where m and k satisfy the relations 
A.= mw with w2 = k /m. 
When we further have 
(P)=O=(Q), 
( 1.10) 
(1.11) 
let us denote by 41>0 the vector $ characterized by ( 1.5 )-
( 1.8). Since the Schrodinger representation of the canonical 
commutation relations is irreducible, every vector ci>EK is 
cyclic. In particular we thus have that the (algebraic) vector 
space 
Span{e- i(uP+ vQ>cpolu,vER} ( 1.12) 
is dense in Jf', and for general values of (P) and (Q) the 
A 
corresponding vector 41> is linked to 41>0 by 
$ = e- i((Q)P- (P)Q>11icpo· ( 1.13) 
In this sense, the vectors $, obtained by letting 
( (P ) , ( Q ) ) run over the classical phase space T *R~R2, 
form an overcomplete basis in Jf', a mathematical property 
that has been given much attention2 in connection with the 
theory of reproducing kernel Hilbert spaces. 
When e > li, the change of variables 
e=li coth(/J/iw/2), A. =mw, ( 1.14) 
allows one, as explained in Sec. III, to interpret the corre-
sponding coherent state as the canonical equilibrium state, 
at inverse temperature{J, for a quantum harmonic oscillator 
( 1. 9) with frequency defined as in ( 1.10) . These states are 
therefore not pure. 
All coherent states (e;;;.li) have in common the proper-
ty that they allow one/ upon controlling the limit /i .... O, to 
derive from Mackey's formulation of quantum mechanics 
the formalism of classical mechanics, complete with its Jor-
dan and Lie products, i.e., with the algebraic structures cor-
responding to (a) the pointwise multiplication of functions 
on the classical phase space T "'M, and (b) the Poisson 
bracket associated with the canonical symplectic form on 
T*M. 
In this paper we focus our attention on other classical 
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properties of quantum coherent states, exploring what can 
be said about the individual states of two quantum systems 
when these are prepared independently and when their cen-
ter of mass is found to be in a coherent state. In Sec. II we 
limit our attention to the usual case of pure coherent states 
(9 = li); the general case (9;;;.11) is presented in Sec. II. 
The mathematical motivation for this paper is a quan-
tum version of the classical Cramer theorem. 5 The latter 
asserts that if the sum of two independent random variables 
is normally distributed, then each of the two random vari-
ables entering in this sum must also be normally distributed. 
Lemma 4.1 allows a simple derivation of a quantum version 
of this theorem adapted to the case 9 = li; in Sec. Ill, how-
ever, we need the general quantum version established by 
one of us in Refs. 6 and 7. The mathematical proofs, perti-
nent to the results stated in Sees. II and III are collected in 
Sec. IV. 
II. PURE COHERENT STATES 
If two classical particles, :l1 and :l2 say, are prepared 
independently and if their center of mass is found to be at the 
point {pcM, qcM} of phase space one concludes immediately 
that the state of each ofthe component systems is described 
by a point {pK, qK} (K = 1, 2) and that 
P1 + P2 = PcM• IL1q1 + fL2q2 = qcM• 
with 
(2.1) 
ILK= mKimcM and mcM = m 1 + m2, (2.2) 
where mK is the mass of the Kth particle. 
If, however, the two particles are quantum systems, and 
one knows the wave function \II eM describing the state of 
their center of mass, one cannot in general conclude any-
thing about the shape of the wave function \II K (K = 1, 2) of 
the two component systems, beyond consistency relations 
between expectation values, e.g., 
(PI)+ (P2) = (PcM ), fl1 (Ql) + fl2(Q2) = (QcM ), 
(2.3) 
((PI - (P1) ) 2 ) + ( (P2 - (P2) )2) 
= ((PcM- (PcM)) 2), 
fli ( (QI- (QI) )2) + fl~ ( (Q2- (Q2) )2) 
(2.4) 
= ( (QcM - (QcM) )2), 
wherefLK (K= 1,2) areas in (2.2). To establish (2.3) one 
uses the linearity of the state, while to establish (2.4) one 
also uses the fact that when the two systems ~ 1 and :l2 are 
prepared independently, there are (by definition) no corre-
lations between the observables A 1 relative to ~ 1 and the 
observable A 2 relative to :l2. 
The purpose of this section is to show that if in addition 
\II eM describes a coherent state, centered around the point 
{ (P eM ) , ( QcM ) } in the classical center-of-mass phase 
space, then each of the component system must be in a pure 
coherent state, centered precisely around the points { (PK ), 
(QK)} (K = 1,2) satisfying (2.3), and with dispersion pa-
rameter AK given by the now unique solution of ( 2.4), name-
ly, 
(2.5) 
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where A is the dispersion parameter of \II eM, determined 
uniquely from 
( (PcM - (PcM) )2) = Ali/2, (2.6) 
( ( QCM - (QCM) )2) =A -lli/2. 
As a consequence, the wave functions '1'1 and '1'2 will inherit 
both the Gaussian character of \II eM and minimal disper-
sion, i.e., equality sign in the Heisenberg uncertainty rela-
tion, 
((PK- (PK)) 2 )((QK- (QK)) 2) =IJ2/4, (2.7) 
forK= 1,2. We have, in fact, 
((PK- (PK)) 2) =AK(IJ/2), 
( ( QK - ( QK ) ) 2 ) = A K- I ( li/2)' 
withAK as in (2.5). 
(2.8) 
As discussed in Sec. I, this is the closest one can possibly 
come to the classical result: when the scale of the phenomena 
one observes is such that li can be neglected, our quantum 
states are well approximated by the corresponding, disper-
sion-free classical states. 
We now turn to the mathematical formulation of these 
results. For the general mathematical concepts underlying 
the following brief presentation, see, e.g., §8.3 and §9.1 in 
Ref. 4. In order to streamline our nomenclature, we system-
atically use the following abbreviations. By an "algebra" .Q/ 
we mean a W*-algebra, with unit denoted by I, i.e., a C*-
algebra (with unit) that is the dual of a Banach space .Q/ •; 
by a "state" t/J on .Q/, we mean a completely additive state, 
i.e., a positive linear functional 
(2.9) 
that is normalized to 1 and belongs to .Q/ • (these states are 
called "normal" in the literature on von Neumann algebras; 
we will, however, avoid this adjective here, as it may create 
confusion with the concept of "normal" distribution, famil-
iar in the literature on classical statistics to which we also 
refer). The following particular case will be of central inter-
est in the sequel: if .Q/ is (isomorphic, as a W*-algebra, to) 
the algebra f)J ( Jf"") of all bounded linear operators on a sep-
arable Hilbert space JY, then completely additive states tjJ on 
.Q/ characterized by the fact that they are of the following 
form, familiar to physicists: 
¢: AEdr-+tr( pA )EC, (2.10) 
where p is a density matrix, i.e., p is a positive trace-class 
operator on JY, of trace 1, uniquely determined by¢. In the 
present section, we are primarily concerned with (complete-
ly additive!) states tjJ on .Q/""' fJJ (Jf"") which are pure, i.e., 
states for which p is a one-dimensional projector, and we 
denote by <I> any unit vector in the range ofp. For this section 
and the next, it is nevertheless useful to recall that for every 
state (whether pure or not) tjJ on .s2E, there exists a represen-
tation, unique up to unitary equivalence, 
(2.11) 
called the GNS representation canonically associated to t/J 
and characterized by the existence of a vector <I>EJY"', such 
that 
(2.12) 
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(2.13) 
While the existence of the GNS representation does not re-
quire that ¢ be completely additive, the latter property en-
sures that 1r ~ is ultra weakly continuous so that 1r ~ ( .J?f) is a 
W*-algebra. If in addition the state ¢ on .J?f -=::::.f!IJ (.if"') is 
faithful, i.e., if 
(r/J;A *A ) = 0 implies A = 0, 
then 1T~ (d) is a factor, i.e., 
1T ~ ( .J?f ) lt1T ~ ( .J?f )' = Cl, 
isomorphic to its commutant 
(2.14) 
(2.15) 
1r~ (.J?f)'=:{Bef!IJ (.if"'~) I [ B,1r~ (A)] = 0, VAe.f<'f}. 
(2.16) 
Moreover, every (completely additive!) state ¢ on 
.J?f c:: f!lJ (.if"') is then a vector state for this representation, 
i.e., there exists a vector \lle.i¥'~ such that 
(\II,TT~(A)\11) = (f/;;A ), VAe.f<'f. (2.17) 
Finally, by the Weyl CCR algebra for a particle with one 
degree of freedom, we mean the abstract W*-algebra, de-
fined by its realization on L 2 (R,dx), namely, 
.J?f = {ei<uP+vQ>Iu,veR}", (2.18) 
where P and Q are the self-adjoint operators defined by their 
restriction to the Schwartz spaceY (R), i.e., 
(P\II)(x) = -Hi( ax \ll)(x), 
(Q\11) (x) = x\ll(x). 
For two particles of mass m 1 and m2 with Weyl CCR alge-
bras .J?f 1 and .J?f 2, the Weyl CCR algebra .J?f eM for the cen-
ter-of-mass motion is the subalgebra of .J?f 1 ® .J?f 2 generated, 
in the L 2-realization, by 
{ i(uPcM + vQcM) I R} e u,ve , 
where, in analogy to (2.1) and (2.2), 
PcM=P1 ®1 +1®P2, 
QCM f..l1Q1 ®1 +f.l~®Q2. 
(2.19) 
(2.20) 
The results of this section can now be expressed mathemat-
ically as follows. 
Theorem 2.1: Let .J?f K (K = 1,2) be the Weyl CCR alge-
bras for two particles with one degree of freedom; let .J?f eM 
be the Weyl CCR algebra for the center-of-mass motion; let 
r/JK be a state on .J?/K (K = 1,2); let 
r/Jo==-r/J 1 ® rP2 on .f<'f o=.f<'f 1 ® .f<'f 2; ( 2.21) 
and let rPcM be the restriction of ¢0 to d eM C .J?f 0 , i.e., 
rPcM =r/Jo ~ .J?/ CM =r/J1 *r/J2• ( 2.22) 
If rPcM is a pure coherent state, then ¢1 and ¢2 are also pure 
coherent states. 
The relations between the characteristic parameters of 
¢1 and ¢2 and those of rPcM are now specified. 
Corollary 2.2 With the notation of the theorem, the pure 
coherent state rPcM is completely described by 
( ,/,. • -i(uPcM+vQcM)) 
'I'CM•e 
2733 
= exp{- ~(AcMU2 +A cJV2)/4}e- i(u(PCM) + v(QcM)l 
(2.23) 
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valid for all u, veR; the characteristic parameters (PcM ), 
( QcM ) , and A. eM of rPcM are determined by the relations 
(PcM) = (r/JcM;PcM), (QcM) = (r/JcM;QcM), (2.24) 
(r/JcM;(PcM)- (PcM) )2) = AcM~/2, 
(r/JcM;(QcM - (QCM) )2) =A cJ~/2. 
The r/JK (K = 1,2) are then of the form 
(2.25) 
= exp{- ~(AKU2 +A K- !V2)/4}e- i(u(P.) + v(Q.))' 
(2.26) 
where 
AK = f.lKACM' f.lK = mK/mcM' mCM = m 1 + m2, 
and 
(PI)+ (P2) = (PcM ), 
f.li(QI) +f.l2(Q2) = (QcM). 
(2.27) 
(2.28) 
(2.29) 
The following information on the state of relative mo-
tion is also available . 
Corollary 2. 3: With the notation and assumptions of the 
theorem and with rPrel the restriction of ¢0 to d rei C .f<'f 0, we 
have that ¢0 is also a pure coherent state, and 
rPo = rPcM ® rPrel • ( 2.30) 
Note that (2.30) means physically that there are no cor-
relations between the observables for the center of mass and 
those for the relative motion. 
The above three results follow directly from the non-
commutative extension of the classical Cramer theorem ob-
tained in Ref. 6, the essence of which, for the case of interest 
here, is captured in Lemma 4.1 below. 
Ill. THERMAL COHERENT STATES 
Let~ be a classical ideal gas in canonical equilbrium at 
inverse temperature {3; its partition function Z and density 
function/are thus, by definition 
Z = J ••• J dpl "' dpN dql "' dqN 
xexp[ -{3H(p~> ... ,pN,qi, ... ,qN)], (3.1) 
j(pl, ... ,pN,ql>' .. ,qN) 
=Z- 1 exp[ -{3H(p1, ... ,pN,q1, ... ,qN)], (3.2) 
with 
N 
H(p!,. .. ,pN,ql, ... ,qN) = L HK(pK,qK) (3.3) 
K=l 
and, forK= 1,2, ... ,N, 
(3.4) 
Suppose now that the center of mass of this ideal gas is ob-
served to be distributed according to the canonical equilibri-
um density of a harmonic oscillator, i.e, 
(3.5) 
with 
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HcM<PcM•qcM) = (1/2mcM)P~M +!kcMq~M• (3.6) 
ZcM =I I dpcM dqcM exp{ -PHcM(PcM•qcM)}. 
(3.7) 
It then follows, by repeated application of the classical 
Cramer theorem, that the situation described by ( 3.5 )-
( 3. 7) occurs if and only if the individual particles of the ideal 
gas are displaced harmonic oscillators, in equilibrium at the 
inverse temperature p. Specifically, one finds, for 
K= 1,2, ... ,N, 
HK = ( 1!2mK )(pK- (pK) ) 2 +! kK (qK - (q,J )2, 
(3.8) 
with 
N 
2: mK =mcM• 
K=f 
N 2: f.lK(J)K- 2 = WcJ' 
K=f 
N 2: f.lK (qK) = 0 and 
K=f 
where 
f.ll( = mKimcM 
w; = kJmK and w~M = keM lmcM. 
Note that 
(J) = WeM• 'tfK = 1,2, ... ,N, 
(3.9) 
(3.10) 
( 3.11) 
(3.12) 
(3.13) 
( 3.14) 
isalwaysasolutionof(3.10) withf.LK defined by (3.12) and 
(3.9). Mathematically, this particular solution is character-
ized by the condition that the independent, JR2-valued ran-
dom variables 
(pK,ijK ), K = 1,2, ... ,N, 
defined by 
PI< = f.lK- 112PK' 
qK =f.l:/2qK with qK =qK- (qK) 
be identically distributed, with density 
j(p,q) = (21T)- 1 Pw:!~ 
( 3.15) 
( 3.16) 
(3.17) 
Xexp( -P((l/2meM)p2 +~keMq2)]. 
( 3.18) 
Alternatively, this condition can be expressed by saying that 
for any pair K 1 =/=K2 of indices 1, 2, ... ,N, the two JR2-valued 
random variables 
CPcM;qCM) and (Prel•qrel) 
are statistically independent, where 
PeM = PK, + PK2' 
qeM =jllqK 1 +fizqK2 ' 
- - ( 1 1 ) Pre! = mrel --PK, - --pK, ' 
mKJ mK2 
qref = qK1 - qK2 
with 
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(3.19) 
(3.20) 
(3.21) 
(3.22) 
( 3.23) 
( 3.24) 
fizeM = mK, + mK2' 
mrel = mK,mK,/meM· 
( 3.25) 
(3.26) 
Physically, the condition ( 3.14) means thus that for every 
pair l:K, =/=l:K
2 
of oscillators in the gas one has 
HK, (PK, ,qK, ) + HK2 (pK, ,qK,) 
=HeM (PeM•qeM) + jjrel cPrel•qrel ), (3.27) 
where HeM and lirei are harmonic oscillator Hamiltonians. 
Specifically 
(3.28) 
jjrel = (1/2mrel )Pre/+! krelqret 2, ( 3.29) 
where the masses fizcM and mrel are defined in (3.25) and 
( 3.26) and the oscillator strengths keM and kret are given by 
kcMimeM = (J)~M = w;et = krel/mret· (3.30) 
The purpose of this section is to analyze the correspond-
ing quantum situation. Let 
V: xElRt-+V(x)ElR 
be such that 
l d 2 
H= -fz2--+ V(x) 
2m dx2 
(3.31) 
(3.32) 
defines a self-adjoint operator in J¥" = 2"2 (1R,dx) with 
exp ( -PH) oftrace class for all P > 0. 
The density matrix 
p =Z- 1 exp( -PH) (3.33) 
with 
Z=Trexp( -PH) ( 3.34) 
is then interpreted as the canonical equilibrium state, at in-
verse temperature p, of a quantum particle in the potential 
V. In particular, for a harmonic oscillator 
1 d 2 1 2 H= -fzl--+-kx, (3.35) 
2m dx2 2 
the state 
t/J: BEf!lJ (Jif")f-+ Tr pBEC (3.36) 
is faithful and is uniquely determined by its restriction on the 
Weyl algebra; specifically, with P and Q defined as in ( 2.19 
and 2.20) one has4 
(t/J;exp[ - i(uP + vQ)]) 
= exp{- e(A.u2 +A -V)/4}, 
where 
e = fz coth(Pfzw/2) 
A = mw with w2 = k /m. 
(3.37) 
(3.38) 
(3.39) 
It is worthwhile for the sequel to note that (i) t/J is Gaussian; 
( ii) one recovers the classical result 
lim (P 2 ) =lim eA. /2 = m!P, 
fi-..D fi-..D (3.40) 
lim (Q 2 ) =lim eA. -';2 = llkP; 
fi-..D fi-..D 
and (iii) one recovers the low-temperature limit of Sec. II, 
namely, 
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lim (P 2)(Q 2 ) = li2/4. (3.41) 
fJ-«> 
We therefore extend the definition of coherent states on the 
Weyl CCR algebra for one degree of freedom to include 
states that satisfy 
(t,6;exp[ - i(uP + vQ)]) 
= exp{- e(A.u2 +A. - 1v2 )/4}e-i(u(P) +v<Q>> (3.42) 
with e;li;,. 1; such states are pure coherent states (in the 
sense of Sec. II) if and only if e;li = 1, i.e., f3 = oo in Eq. 
(3.38). The following result is stated for two-particle sys-
tems although it extends trivially, as does its classical coun-
terpart, to an n-particle system. 
Theorem 3.1: Let .JlfK (with K = 1,2,CM) be as in 
Theorem 2.1. ForK= 1,2let t,6K be a state on .J2f K' and let 
tPo=tP1 ® tPz on .f2f o=.Jlf 1 ® .f2f z· ( 3.43) 
Then the restriction tPcM of t,60 to .J2f eM is a coherent state of 
the form 
(¢cM;exp[ - i(uPcM + vQcM)] 
= exp{ - ecM (AcM U2 
+A cr-..fv2)/4}e- i(u(PcM> + u(QcM>>, 
with ecM/Ii>-1 and AcM >0, (3.44) 
if and only if t,6K (K = 1,2) are coherent states of the form 
(t,6K;exp[ -i(uPK +vQK)]) 
= exp{- eK (A.Ku2 +A K- 1v2)!4} 
xexp[- i(u(PK) + v(QK) )], 
with eJii>-1 and AK>O 
with the compatibility relations 
(PI)+ (P2) = (PcM ), 
IL1 (QI) + /L2(Q2) = (QcM ), 
e!JI + ezA2 = ecMACM• 
J.Liel...t ~-I+ IL~ezA. z- 1 = ecMA cJ, 
where 
( 3.45) 
(3.46) 
(3.47) 
ILK= mKimcM and mcM = m1 + m2• (3.48) 
The physical meaning of the compatibility condition (3.47) 
is given by the following result. 
Scholium 3.2: With (3.43)-(3.46) taken into account, 
(3.47) is equivalent to 
( (P1 - (P1) ) 2) + ( (P2 - (P2 ) ) 2) 
= ((PcM- (PcM)) 2), 
J.Li ( (QI- (QI) )2 + J.t~ (Qz- (Qz) )2) 
= ( (QcM - (QcM) )2), 
whereJ.L 1 andJ.L2 are given by (3.48) 
(3.49) 
Note that these results are in conformity with the classi-
cal results; see in particle (3.9) and (3.10). 
The results of Sec. II ("low-temperature limit") are re-
covered from (3.45) and (3.46) and the following conse-
quence of (3.47). 
Scholium 3.3: With the notation of Theorem 3.1, the 
following two conditions are equivalent: 
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eCM =li, 
for K = 1,2, eK = li and AK = J.LKA. 
(3.50) 
(3.51) 
The following change of variables allows us to interpret 
our results in terms of canonical equilibrium states of har-
monic oscillators, in particular in the nontrivial Corollary 
3.5. 
Scholium 3.4: With the notation of Theorem 3.1, there 
exist (forK= 1,2, CM) {3 Ke(O, oo] and wKe(O, oo) such that 
eK = li coth({3Kiia>J2), AK = mKa>K. (3.52) 
Corollary 3. 5: With the notations of Theorem 3.1 and 
Scholium 3.4 assume that 
fJ1=f32 {Je(O,oo), 
and 
either f3cM = {3 or a> 1 = a>2=w. 
Then 
a>1 = a>2 = a>cM and fJ1 =f3z = f3cM• 
and 
tPo = tPcM ® tPrel• 
where tPrel is the coherent state 
(tPrei;exp[ - i(uPrei + vQrei)]) 
with 
= exp{- ere! (A.relu2 +A..:;; 1v2)/4} 
Xexp[ - i(u(Prei) + v(Qrei))], 
ere! = li coth(f3rellialrel/2), 
a> rei = WcM • {3 rei = f3 CM • 
IV. PROOFS 
(3.53) 
(3.54) 
(3.55) 
(3.56) 
(3.57) 
(3.58) 
The proofs of Theorem 2.1 and of its Corollaries 2.2 and 
2.3 follow directly from the introductory remarks presented 
in Sec. I -see in particular ( 1.5 ) and ( 1. 6) and ( 1. 9) and 
( 1.10)-and the next simple lemma, an analog of Lemma 2.2 
in Ref. 6. The reader interested in domain questions may 
consult Lemma 2.1 in Ref. 6. 
Lemma 4.1: With the notation and assumptions of 
Theorem 2.1, let (forK= 1, 2) 1TK be theGNS representa-
tion of .J2f K associated to t,6 K, let <I> K be the corresponding 
cyclic vector, and let 
PK=1TK(PK)- (PK), 
QK='fTK(QK)- (QK), 
QK=:QK + iA. K-JpK' 
Then, for A.K as in (2.27), one has 
0K<I>K = 0 (K = 1,2). 
Proof: Let1rK (K = 1, 2, 0) be theGNS representation of 
.JlfK associated with t,6K, and let <I>K be the corresponding 
cyclic vector. Note that 
<l>o =<I> I® <l>2. ( 4.1) 
Define 
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A 
PcM=1To(PcM) - (PcM ), fliSiwi +pzflzWz = ScMWcM• 
QCM =1r 0 ( QCM ) - ( QCM)' ( 4.2) fliSiw! 1 + flzSzw:; 1 = ScMwcJ, 
(4.14) 
acM==QcM + iA c~PcM• with 
and, forK= 1,2, SK =licoth (fJK/iwK/2) (K= 1,2,CM). ( 4.15) 
In case we assume PK=1TK(PK)- (PK), 
QK =='fT K ( QK ) - ( QK ) > (4.3) /31=/32 = f3cM /3E(O,oo), ( 4.16) 
QK:=QK + iA K-JpK, 
where 
(PK):=(t/JK;PK), (QK)=(t/JK;QK), 
AK pKAcM• pK==mJ(m 1 + m2 ). (4.4) 
We then have 
QCM =flJQJ®f+pzf®az, (4.5) 
(<I>KA<I>K) = 0 (K = 1,2) (4.6) 
and, from the fact that tPcM is a pure coherent state, 
acM<I>o=O. (4.7) 
Upon inserting (4.5) and (4.7), taking the norm of there-
sulting expression, and taking ( 4.6) into account, we obtain 
Pi llal<I>IW +p~ llaz<l>zW = 0 (4.8) 
and thus, since IlK > 0, 
QK<I>K = 0 (K = 1,2). (4.9) 
This proves Lemma 4.1. 
The proof of ( 3.45) in Theorem ( 3.1) is a straightfor-
ward application of the general quantum version of 
Cramer's Theorem established by one of us.6•7 The consis-
tency relations (3.46)-(3.48) follow then by inspection, we 
replace PcM and QcM in (3.44) by their definition (2.20) 
and match then ( 3.44) and ( 3.45), taking into account 
(3.43). 
Scholium 3.2 follows immediately from ( 3.44), ( 3.45), 
and ( 1.2). 
Proof ofScholium 3.3: We multiply the two equations in 
(3.47) by one another to obtain 
(piS I + flzSz) 2 
+ llJ!lzSJSz(AJAz) -I (fl0I -piAz)2 = S~M. ( 4.10) 
From the facts that ScM= li, Ill +!lz = 1, and SK;;;.Ii 
(K = 1, 2), we conclude from ( 4.10) that 
SK=Ii (K=1,2) (4.11) 
and 
!li 1AJ =flz- 1Az. (4.12) 
Upon inserting (4.12) in the first (or the second) of the 
consistency relations (3.47), upon taking into account that 
Ill+ llz = 1 and that sl = s2 = ScM• we obtain 
( 4.13) 
This completes the proof. 
Scholium 3.4 is only an adaptation of the change of vari-
ables ( 1.14) to the situation now under consideration. Note 
that {J K = oo corresponds to the pure case 8 K = 1. 
Proof of Corollary 3. 5: With the change of variables 
( 3.52) the consistency relation ( 3.47) reads 
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it is useful to write the consistency equations ( 4.14) in the 
vector form 
p 1X(w 1 ) +p2X(w2 ) =X(wcM), 
with 
and 
X(w >==(E (w >) 
s(w) 
E: WE(O, oo )t--M! coth({3/iw/2)E(0, oo ), 
$: WE(O, oo )t---M~- 1 coth({3/iw/2)E(0, oo). 
( 4.17) 
( 4.18) 
( 4.19) 
Upon noticing that sis bijective, we can uses as a variable, 
and define 
A 
E (s) =Eow ($) (4.20) 
and 
A 
xct>=(2~>). ( 4.21) 
We then verify that 
d2 ~ 
d$2 .::.($) >0, (4.22) 
i.e., that E is strictly convex. As a consequence, the equation 
lllxct~> + PzX<sz> = xcscM >. 
where 
IlK >0 and PI +!lz = 1, 
admits a unique solution, namely, 
s1=sz=scM• 
i.e., 
( 4.23) 
(4.24) 
( 4.25) 
(4.26) 
We have thus proven the first part of (3.54) and (3.55). 
If we now assume 
/31=/32 /3E(O,oo] and w1=w2=we(O,oo), (4.27) 
we have 
S 1 = S 2=S=Ii coth(/3/iw/2), 
so that ( 4.26) reduces to 
Sw = ScM(JJCM• sw-J = ScMwcJ, 
(4.28) 
(4.29) 
from which we obtain, upon using ( 4.15) and ( 4.28), 
ScM= s, WcM = (1), f3cM =/3. (4.30) 
We have thus proved ( 3.55). The remainder of the corollary 
follows then by straightforward inspection. Q.E.D. 
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